The current and potential future impact of climate change on malaria is of major public health interest 1,2 . The proposed effects of rising global temperatures on the future spread and intensification of the disease 3-5 , and on existing malaria morbidity and mortality rates 3 , substantively influence global health policy 6,7 . The contemporary spatial limits of Plasmodium falciparum malaria and its endemicity within this range 8 , when compared with comparable historical maps, offer unique insights into the changing global epidemiology of malaria over the last century. It has long been known that the range of malaria has contracted through a century of economic development and disease control 9 . Here, for the first time, we quantify this contraction and the global decreases in malaria endemicity since approximately 1900. We compare the magnitude of these changes to the size of effects on malaria endemicity proposed under future climate scenarios and associated with widely used public health interventions. Our findings have two key and often ignored implications with respect to climate change and malaria. First, widespread claims that rising mean temperatures have already led to increases in worldwide malaria morbidity and mortality are largely at odds with observed decreasing global trends in both its endemicity and geographic extent. Second, the proposed future effects of rising temperatures on endemicity are at least one order of magnitude smaller than changes observed since about 1900 and up to two orders of magnitude smaller than those that can be achieved by the effective scale-up of key control measures. Predictions of an intensification of malaria in a warmer world, based on extrapolated empirical relationships or biological mechanisms, must be set against a context of a century of warming that has seen marked global declines in the disease and a substantial weakening of the global correlation between malaria endemicity and climate.
The current and potential future impact of climate change on malaria is of major public health interest 1, 2 . The proposed effects of rising global temperatures on the future spread and intensification of the disease [3] [4] [5] , and on existing malaria morbidity and mortality rates 3 , substantively influence global health policy 6, 7 . The contemporary spatial limits of Plasmodium falciparum malaria and its endemicity within this range 8 , when compared with comparable historical maps, offer unique insights into the changing global epidemiology of malaria over the last century. It has long been known that the range of malaria has contracted through a century of economic development and disease control 9 . Here, for the first time, we quantify this contraction and the global decreases in malaria endemicity since approximately 1900. We compare the magnitude of these changes to the size of effects on malaria endemicity proposed under future climate scenarios and associated with widely used public health interventions. Our findings have two key and often ignored implications with respect to climate change and malaria. First, widespread claims that rising mean temperatures have already led to increases in worldwide malaria morbidity and mortality are largely at odds with observed decreasing global trends in both its endemicity and geographic extent. Second, the proposed future effects of rising temperatures on endemicity are at least one order of magnitude smaller than changes observed since about 1900 and up to two orders of magnitude smaller than those that can be achieved by the effective scale-up of key control measures. Predictions of an intensification of malaria in a warmer world, based on extrapolated empirical relationships or biological mechanisms, must be set against a context of a century of warming that has seen marked global declines in the disease and a substantial weakening of the global correlation between malaria endemicity and climate.
A resurgence in funding for malaria control 10 , the existing efficacy of affordable interventions, and a growing body of nationally or subnationally reported declines in endemicity or clinical burden 11 have engendered renewed optimism among the international malaria research and control community. In marked contrast, however, are model predictions, reported widely in global climate policy debates 3, 6, 7 , that climate change is adding to the present-day burden of malaria and will increase both the future range and intensity of the disease. In policy arenas, such predictions can support scenario analysis or serve as a call to action, but the modelling approaches used and the accuracy of their predictions have not always been challenged.
The recent publication of an evidence-based map of contemporary malaria endemicity 8 allows an audit of changes in the global epidemiology of malaria since the start of the twentieth century; a period of undoubted climatic change 12 . We compare this modern-day map with the most reliable equivalent for the pre-intervention era, around 1900 (ref. 13) , and compare the magnitude of observed changes in range and endemicity to those proposed to occur in response to climate change and observed under existing public health interventions. We use these perspectives to reassess the rationale of existing modelling approaches to impact assessments and the threat posed by future climatic changes to regional malaria control.
The only global map of pre-intervention malaria endemicity dates from a 1968 study 13 (Fig. 1a proportion of individuals with malaria parasites in their peripheral blood) stratified into four endemic classes (hypoendemic, PR , 10%; mesoendemic, PR $ 10% and , 50%; hyperendemic, PR $ 50% and , 75%; holoendemic, PR $ 75%). This map is the only reconstruction of historical malaria at its assumed historical peak around the start of the twentieth century and triangulates well with the plethora of national level malaria maps published throughout the last century (see ref. 14 for a systematic review).
We have used recently completed work that defines the 2007 limits of stable P. falciparum transmission and its endemicity within this range 8 to generate a comparable contemporary map of P. falciparum malaria distribution. This model has been described in detail elsewhere 8 and its output allowed for a continuous estimate of parasite prevalence for the year 2007 ( Fig. 1b ) stratified into the same endemicity classes used in the historical map 13 (see Methods). Comparison of the historical and contemporary maps revealed that endemic/stable malaria is likely to have covered 58% of the world's land surface around 1900 (see Supplementary Table 1 ) but only 30% by 2007 when P. falciparum malaria has become restricted largely to the tropics. Even more marked has been the decrease in prevalence within this greatly reduced range, with endemicity falling by one or more classes in over two-thirds (67%) of the current range of stable transmission (Fig. 1c ). The contemporary map indicates that holoendemic P. falciparum malaria is now rare and limited to patches in West Africa totalling around 140,000 km 2 . The Americas are entirely hypoendemic for P. falciparum, as are very large sections of central and southeast Asia and substantial swathes of Africa.
When empirical relationships linking the current spatial distributions of surface temperature and malaria are extrapolated to predict future changes in disease range or intensity under scenarios of rising global temperatures, a necessary assumption is that all other factors either remain constant or have a relatively negligible effect. During a century in which global temperature increases have been unequivocal 12, 15 , we have documented a marked, global decrease in the range and intensity of malaria transmission. This suggests that such an assumption would not have been valid for predicting the response of malaria to the warming climate of the last 100 years. A second assumption is that the nature of the link between climate and the global distribution and intensity of malaria is effectively immutable: an empirical climate-malaria relationship observed at one time period will be preserved even under changing climate and disease scenarios. However, a comparison of global-scale climate patterns with the historical and contemporary patterns of malaria endemicity presented here indicated a decoupling of the geographical climate-malaria relationship over the twentieth century (see Supplementary Information for additional explanation and results of this analysis), indicating that non-climatic factors have profoundly confounded this relationship over time. Contemporary endemicity maps therefore provide a poor baseline for empirically-based predictions of future climate effects.
Linking increasing temperatures to changes in malaria epidemiology is justified theoretically by known biological effects on different life-cycle stages of the Anopheles vector and Plasmodium parasite 16 . Such effects do not act in isolation, however, and empirical predictions are only credible if the role and relative influence of nonclimatic factors is considered. A simple interpretation of the observed global recession in malaria since 1900 is that non-climatic factors, primarily direct disease control and the indirect effects of a century of urbanization and economic development, although spatially and temporally variable, have exerted a substantially greater influence on the geographic extent and intensity of malaria worldwide during the twentieth century than have climatic factors. This simple inference is consistent with other studies that have reviewed the historical climatic and anthropogenic forces acting on malaria 17 and has important implications for the debate on the importance of climate change in determining future malaria scenarios.
Biological modelling provides an alternative to empirical approaches, enabling the magnitude of potential disease responses to future climate scenarios to be estimated directly 16, 18, 19 and then compared formally with observed or predicted effects from nonclimatic influences. The P. falciparum basic reproductive number, PfR 0 , quantifies the expected number of secondary cases in a nonimmune population resulting from a single new infection and is the appropriate metric for comparing the relative magnitude of different effects on the underlying intensity of transmission 20 . Linked climatebiological models that simulate changes to PfR 0 under different climate-change scenarios have proposed effect sizes of up to three (Table 1) , that is, a tripling of the reproductive number 16, 18, 19 . To place the proposed magnitude of these effects in context, we compared them to the observed reductions in global endemicity over the past century. To allow such a comparison, a simple P. falciparum transmission model 20 was used to translate the historic and contemporary estimated endemicity classes into approximate values of the reproductive number (see Methods). Using this model, the hypoendemic class (central PR value 5 5%) was interpreted as representing an approximate R 0 value of 1.3; holoendemic (central PR 5 30%) as 5.5; mesoendemic (central PR 5 63%) as 87.7; and hyperendemic (central PR 5 88%) as 175.6. These conversions allowed the observed changes between historical and contemporary endemicity to be recast in terms of proportional changes (effect sizes) in the reproductive number and summarized simply into orders of magnitude to reflect their likely precision. In this way we found that, of the 66 million km 2 of the Earth's surface thought to have sustained stable/endemic malaria in 1900, 12%, 18% and 57% had exhibited proportional decreases in the reproductive number of up to one, between one and two, and greater than two orders of magnitude, respectively; 11% had shown no evidence of change; and 2% had shown evidence of an increase in the reproductive number by 2007 (see Supplementary Information for additional details of methods and results). Although imperfect, this simple comparison illustrates that despite warming global temperatures 12 , the combined natural and anthropogenic forces acting on the disease throughout the twentieth century have resulted in the great majority of locations undergoing a net reduction in transmission between one and three orders of magnitude larger than the maximum future increases proposed under temperature-based climate change scenarios (Table 1 ). If the effects of climate change are to reverse the observed declining trend in malaria endemicity, they must exceed the collective counteracting effects of continuing economic development and increasing control efforts. Whereas the former is hard to quantify, the potency of currently available control and intervention tools has been assessed theoretically using biological models [21] [22] [23] and also evaluated in practice when changes in local transmission have been measured concurrently with aggressive malaria control initiatives [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . We translated examples of predicted and observed changes in endemicity caused by control efforts into PfR 0 effect sizes and compared these directly with effect sizes proposed under climate change. This indicated that suites of interventions at high coverage can achieve effect sizes exceeding two orders of magnitude (Table 1) . When compared to the substantially smaller proposed magnitude of climate-induced effects, an important and simple inference is that the latter can be offset by moderate increases in coverage levels of currently available interventions.
Various sources of uncertainty exist in the inputs and methodologies used in this study. The proposed levels of historical endemicity 13 are plausible when triangulated against other values reported from the pre-intervention era (for example, see refs 28, 30 and 31), but the relatively crude categorization of all-cause malaria endemicity strata and the cartographic approach used preclude a more formal quantification of the precision in the global P. falciparum endemicity declines we report, and the subsequent conversions into P. falciparum reproductive number effect sizes are approximate. However, the key comparisons we present between observed declines, proposed temperature-driven increases, and the impact of available countermeasures rely on our estimates being accurate only to within one order of magnitude. We have compared two snapshots of estimated global endemicity separated by a period of 100 years during which changes in global temperatures have been accelerating, with the largest observed warming occurring in recent decades 12 . The progression of the recession in global malaria is less well measured, and several periods of decline and resurgence are known to have occurred associated with, for example, periods of coordinated large-scale control efforts, the introduction and subsequent failure of successive therapeutics, or breakdowns in public health infrastructure associated with conflict or political upheaval. There is, however, no evidence of a systematic upturn in malaria endemicity concurrent with the warming trend of recent decades, while a growing body of evidence points to recent regional declines in malaria morbidity or mortality in areas achieving sustained intervention coverage 11, [26] [27] [28] [29] . We have interpreted the results presented in this study at a global scale. Any effects of rising temperatures on malaria transmission would most likely be extremely geographically variable, with most modelling studies suggesting that the fringes of the current disease extent would be most sensitive to warming 5, 16, 19 . However, these more local predictions are themselves largely undermined by current observations; the marginal transmission zones are the places from which the largest declines in malaria transmission or morbidity are being reported, concurrent with improved intervention coverage [26] [27] [28] [29] and consistent with biological modelling studies that indicate a greater theoretical impact on endemicity in areas of lower baseline transmission 32 .
In an era when the international community has been emboldened to provide guidelines for malaria elimination it is necessary to maintain the correct perspective on the future impact of climate change on malaria epidemiology and by implication its malaria public health importance. The quantification of a global recession in the range and intensity of malaria over the twentieth century has allowed us to review the rationale underpinning high-profile predictions of a current and future worsening of the disease in a warming climate. It suggests that the success or failure of our efforts against the parasite in the coming century are likely to be determined by factors other than climate change.
METHODS SUMMARY
The historical malaria endemicity map 13 was scanned from the original publication, digitized on-screen and rasterized to a 5 3 5 km grid. The map of contemporary malaria endemicity was generated from a recently defined model 8 of age-standardised P. falciparum parasite rate, Pf PR 2-10 . Using a model-based geostatistical framework, the underlying value of Pf PR 2-10 at each location was modelled for the year 2007 as a transformation of a space-time Gaussian process (GP), with the number of P. falciparum-positive individuals in each survey modelled as a binomial variate given the unobserved age-standardised prevalence surface. The GP was parameterised by a mean component (a linear function of time and urban-peri-urban-rural status) and a space-time covariance function which was spatially anisotropic, used great-circle distance to incorporate the curvature of the earth, and included a periodic temporal component to capture seasonality. Bayesian inference was implemented using Markov chain Monte Carlo and direct simulation to generate posterior predictive samples of the 2007 annual mean prevalence surface and to assign each pixel to the endemicity class with the highest posterior probability of membership.
Predicted Pf PR 2-10 values at each pixel were converted into approximate values of the P. falciparum basic reproductive number, PfR 0 , using a model that assumes new infections are acquired and clear independently at a constant rate and that biting is heterogeneously distributed in a population such that relative biting rates follow a Gamma distribution. Pf PR was empirically related to the Pf EIR using a log-linear relationship based on 91 paired observations. Pf EIR can be inferred from Pf PR (X) by inverting the formula 20, 22 . It follows that:
þ SkÞð1 þ aÞ k where k is the net infectiousness of humans, that is, the probability that a mosquito will become infected after biting a human, c is the probability that a mosquito will become infected after biting a non-immune infectious human, and S is the stability index.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
